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Traditional Lakota Ceremonial Songs are wonderfully performed by this acclaimed Native American

vocalist, flute player and songwriter. This is his debut release on Oyate Music Recordings. Beautiful -

Articulate - Inspiring. 14 MP3 Songs WORLD: Native American, WORLD: World Traditions Details: Oyate

Music Recordings, a world leader in Native music, is proud to present, what many have called "the BEST

traditional recording ever" by acclaimed artist Calvin Standing Bear (Lakota). "WAKAN OLOWAN - Lakota

Pipe and Ceremonial Songs" is available now! For many years people from around the world have

requested the release of a "quality" recording of TRADITIONAL LAKOTA CEREMONIAL SONGS, in

which people could thereby have the oppontunity to learn and honor Lakota Traditional Ceremonial ways,

and the songs used in Lakota ceremonial traditions such as the "inipi" or sweatlodge ceremony. After

much prayer and consultation with revered Lakota and Native leaders, this recording is now available!

Calvin Standing Bear is an accomplished musician with other contemporary Native flute and piano

recordings to his credit. He is a Sundancer and particpates in many traditional Lakota ceremonies.

Through the teachings of his relatives and elders, Calvin has been given the gift of song, and the

opportunity to bring these traditional songs to the people, through his association with Oyate Music

Recordings. With the purchase of this cd (with a percentage of the proceeds going to different Native

American orginazations such as the Leonard Peltier Defense Committee, the Crazy Horse Defense

Project and others) the buyer will receive a certificate to obtain a FREE (Lakota-English) lyric / translation

book to better understand these songs and to honor them and the spirits. It is important that people who

choose to sing these traditional Lakota songs, due so in the proper way. This wonderful recording allows

the listener to hear the subtle transcients and articulation of the Lakota language in these songs and

through the use of the translation booklet (available on-line)which comes FREE with every purchase! For

more information about Calvin Standing Bear or any of the wonderfully talented artists on the Oyate

Music label, please visit our website at: oyatemusic Thank you for supporting Independent Artists and

Music! Mitakuye Oyasin ( we are ALL related) Oyate Music Recordings "Bringing You The BEST In
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